SUPPORTING THE ENERGY

OF THE FUTURE

PRE-ASSEMBLY - SERVICE - RETRO PROJECTS - STATUTORY INSPECTION - CRANE O&M

LIFTING EQUIPMENT O&M - MAN RIDING LIFT O&M - FULL MAINTENANCE SUPPORT PACKAGES

TECHNICAL TRAINING SERVICES INCLUDING GWO APPROVED TRAINING COURSES

Boston Energy support our customers with well trained,
motivated, safety conscious Wind Turbine Technicians.
Our technicians are trained to Competent Technician
Status under Wind Turbine Safety Rules.
Our core skillset is based on:
- Mechanical Technicians L4, SGTT, CT, MT
- Electrical Technicians L4, SGTT, CT, MT
- Pre-Assembly and Installation Technicians L3,
LEVEL D, L4, SGTT, CTI, ODI
- Supervisor & Foreman Roles AT, FO-IP, FO-IL
- Boston Energy also provide Painters, Blade
Technicians & Rope Access personnel

- Testing, repairs and certification of lifting
equipment (service crane, winches, hoists
& rope lift equipment)
- Man Safe System Inspection
- Man Riding Lifting Equipment and Davit
Cranes Service & Maintenance
Our team can work on a number of Cranes
and Lifting Equipment, including brands
such as:
- HMF
- HIAB
- DAVIT
- SKYMAN
- AVANTI
- POWERCLIMBER

- Planned Service Programme
- Spare Parts Management Programme
- Unscheduled Maintenance
- Long-term Service Contracts
- Ad Hoc Arrangements
- Troubleshooting
- Tower Inspection & Repair
- Retrofits and Upgrades
- Oil Replacements
- Component Exchange
- Bolt Torqueing Programmes
- LOLER
- PUWER
- Eye Bolt
- Ladders
- Fall Arrest
- PPE
- Fire Extinguishers
Our trainers are ALLMI accredited and are
able to deliver a number of courses including:
- Slinger Banksman
- Familiarisation Training
- ALLMI Operator and Crane Training on brands
such as HMF, HIAB, DAVIT and Palfinger
We also offer the following GWO courses:
- GWO FIre Awareness
- GWO First Aid
- GWO Manual Handling
- GWO Working at Height

TESTIMONIALS
WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY ABOUT US
“I just wanted to convey my thanks to
the team for the first class support
you’ve provided Ørsted.
Your company’s flexibility and
services made our challenges less
so, notwithstanding the excellent
attitude and professionalism of the
technicians provided.”

“As a new company in the wind
turbine industry, Boston Energy has
shown a good effort in providing us
with good and experienced
technicians. Good as well as bad
situations have been handled
quickly and in good fashion.
The majority of the technicians have
been very competent and we have
seen some of our top performers
coming from Boston Energy.”

“I would like to take this opportunity
to extend my thanks to you and your
team for the service you’ve provided
this season, not only the supply of
trained, competent and
approachable technicians but also
the swift manner in which issues
have been dealt with.
All of the Boston Energy technicians
onsite have proved most valuable
this season both in and out the field.
The number of Hazard Observation
submissions has been consistently
good from the start and this goes to
show the dedication and
commitment to working in a safe
environment.”

“Huge compliments to the Boston
Energy team for the job they have
done, it has been a pleasure to work
with you.
Thanks for working tirelessly during
Christmas to facilitate, being great
colleagues and showing passion for
what we do.”

“The report from our technicians was
very positive and the cooperation
with your guys was excellent.
Thank you for the good team and I
look forward to further cooperation.”

HEALTH & SAFETY
Health and Safety is of paramount importance to Boston Energy; it is not just a tick
box exercise. Our SHEQ Manager ensures our employees are constantly working
safely and liases with our customers to promote a site safety synergy.
Our Safety Management System is accredited to the highest level, along with our
Environment, Quality and Statutory Inspection accreditations.

Risk Assessments, Method Statements & Work Instructions are task and
site specific. They are written by experienced technicians and
engineers.
We share safety alerts and updates with our technicians and create
bespoke online toolbox talks on topical safety issues.
We promote health and wellbeing campaigns that include mental
and occupational health.
Our SHEQ Manager visits sites regularly to spend time with site EHS
specialists and our technicians.
We undertake random alcohol and illegal substance testing which is
supported by the UK’s leading authority on alcohol and substance
misuse policy, along with a leading sample laboratory.
We work closely with our customers and support their health and
safety campaigns and initiatives.

ACCREDITATIONS
ISO9001:2015 for Quality
ISO14001 for Environment
ISO17020 for Statutory Inspections
OHSAS18001 for Health & Safety Management Systems
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